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2024

116 Contracts
$852 Million Awarded
51 Prime Contractors
181 Subcontractors

2023 Construction Year in Review
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Presentation Notes
The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities completed another successful construction season in 2023, marking significant achievements and contributions to both the state's infrastructure and its economy. A total of $852 million was awarded to 51 prime contractors who brought on an additional 181 subcontractors underlining the department's commitment to enhancing Alaska's transportation network. This substantial investment facilitated a wide array of projects across the state, from road and bridge improvements to vessel and airport upgrades, ensuring safer and more efficient travel for residents and visitors alike.Furthermore, the ripple effect of this investment was felt strongly in our local economy, as the contractors involved paid out over $41 million to their employees. This substantial payroll injection not only supported the livelihoods of countless Alaskan families but also stimulated economic activity across various sectors. The 2023 season stands as a testament to the DOT&PF's pivotal role in not only maintaining and improving the state's transportation infrastructure but also in powering Alaska's economy through strategic investments and job creation.
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September 2022
• Typhoon Merbok Emergency Repairs

January 2023
• Seward Highway: Ice Fall diversion
• Tok Cutoff Road closed: avalanche

May 2023
• Funny River Road MP 8 washout
• Taylor Highway Emergency Flooding Repairs
• Eagle Mission Road Emergency Flooding Repairs 
• Richardson Hwy MP 330 Emergency Flooding Repairs
• Nome Kougarok Road Emergency Flooding Repairs
• Russian Mission Airport Emergency Flooding Repairs
• Stevens Village Aprt Rd Emergency Flooding Repairs
• Glenn Hwy MP 186-188 Emergency Flooding
• Dalton Highway MP 404 Emergency Repairs

June 2023
• Dalton Highway MP 404 Emergency Repairs continue
• Chitina O’Brien Creek Emergency Flooding Repairs
• Dalton Highway Koyukuk River #1 Bridge Emergency Repairs
• Elliott Highway MP 85.9 closure: failed culvert & erosion repair

July 2023
• Seward Hwy: partnered w/agencies to free sheep caught in rockfall mesh

August 2023
• Mendenhall River Emergency Flooding Repairs

September 2023
• Glacier Highway Rockfall

November 2023
• Wrangell: Zimovia Highway Landslide
• Southcentral widespread snowstorm/rain/wind

December 2023
• Richardson Highway at Thompson Pass and MP 182-200 closed: avalanche
• Valdez/Glenallen: Richardson Hwy closed from milepost 12 to 65: numerous 

avalanches
• Klondike Hwy closed: heavy snowfall, inoperable plows
• Seward Highway Mileposts MP 36-40 closed: Avalanche
• Haines Highway closed: Rockfall 

2024

Front Line Challenges
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By Land, By Air, By Sea – It Takes a Team

2024
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By Land, By Air, By Sea – It Takes a Team
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Commissioner’s officeCross function SupportSafety and Emergency Management Community Transportation Engagement DevelopmentData Modernization and Innovation OfficeContracting Office �Strategic Assets: these are our tangible assets Alaska International Airport SystemAMHSFacilitiesMaintenance and Operations     Statewide AviationState equipment fleetMSCVCProgram Management and Administration Infrastructure development        Project deliveryPlanningEnvironmentalBridge designChief Engineer MaterialsRight-of-wayRegional Design Engineering and Construction



Modern, Resilient, Agile: DOT&PF and the STIP
2024-2027 STIP: Opportunities and Challenges
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The STIP Team
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Since authorization of 
Infrastructure Investment 
and Jobs Act (IIJA), DOT&PF 
was awarded $531.2M in 
discretionary grants.

Fund Sources 2024
FHWA Formula Funds $825.4M

Congressionally Delegated Spending; 
Emergency Relief; Federal Land Access 
Program

$40.8M

Discretionary Grants $531.2M

85 Submitted 
$3,668.5M

20 Successful 
$531.2M

48 Rejected 
$2,718.0M

17 Pending
$288.1M

10 applications 
under development

Partnerships
• Alaska Municipal League (AML)
• Local Government 
• Other State Departments
• Government of Yukon

Bridging the Gap with Competitive Grants
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In our relentless pursuit to elevate Alaska's infrastructure to global standards, we recognize that our project needs often surpass the available funding, derived mainly from federal formula funds. This challenge, however, doesn't deter us. Instead, it fuels our motivation to proactively seek additional funding avenues.This dedicated hub serves as a transparent platform where you can access and review all the discretionary grants that we've submitted. Our goal? To bridge the fiscal gaps and continually ensure that Alaska's transportation and public facilities remain top-notch.Required state match $189.2m�Takeaway here:�We are seeing repeatable “success & results” through partnerships.�Total # of Unique Projects 53Total # of Unique Grant Opportunities 25
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Data Modernization and Innovation Office

Data driven approach to 
improving safety and 

innovating investment in 
Alaska

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CHRISTINE LANGLEYThe availability of new software and processes is ushering in a new era of accuracy and timeliness in communicating information with the public.  In response to this the Department has created the Data Modernization and Innovation Office.  The focus of the Office is to collect and analyze data to make informed decisions that improve the safety of the traveling public. �Enhanced access to data has significantly transformed the management and strategic planning of the STIP. By providing a clear picture of existing conditions, available funding, and resource allocation, we've been able to reconcile project plans with resource and financial realities. This strategic data driven approach to the STIP has allowed us to take a more efficient and targeted approach to project selection and funding distribution, ensuring that STIP investments are both impactful and aligned with our overarching transportation goals.
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Modernizing Project Delivery

Modernizing internal process to 
provide timely, accurate and 
transparent communication 

with the public
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Presentation Notes
Modernizing our approach to transportation is creating a dynamic and integrated approach to project management, allowing for greater transparency throughout the lifecycle of each project. As a result, decision-making is more informed and responsive to the needs of the state's transportation infrastructure, leading to improved project outcomes and better utilization of resources.�We do understand that adapting to these advanced systems introduces a learning curve that requires time and patience. To support this transition, we are committed to equipping our staff with comprehensive resources, enabling them to become valuable assets to their peers and stakeholders. The positive impact of our efforts is reflected in our robust public engagement figures, indicating the successful adoption and appreciation of these changes. This transition is laying the groundwork for sustained improvements in efficiency and project management across Alaska's transportation infrastructure, promising a brighter future for our state's connectivity.CHRISTINE TO ADD TALKING POINTS ABOUT AMATS OVERALL COMMENTS #1-4Overall Comments:1. AMATS would like to thank DOT&PF Program Development staff for being responsive in helping answer questions about the new STIP. Program Development staff have been knowledgeable and helpful and AMATS looks forward to continuing the successful working partnership.2. Providing the new interactive STIP map and moving towards more interactive information is very positive to see.3. Providing more information on funding, such as on the deep dive pages, is very positive and AMATS supports that effort.4. The new airtables being provided are wonderful for searching through and really appreciated. However, they might need some work to be more user friendly for individuals not working with this type of information every day.Response from Commissioner - Overall Comments 1-4Response:  Thank you for recognizing our team, and the new way we are working and providing information.  We recognize the new tools take some getting used to and are committed to providing more orientation and learning opportunities in the future.  
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Fatalities
2023 (preliminary): 53 fatalities in 49 crashes
2022 (final): 82 fatalities in 72 crashes
2021 (final): 68 fatalities in 60 crashes
2020 (final): 62 fatalities in 51 fatal crashes
2019 (final): 65 fatalities in 60 fatal crashes

Alcohol impaired – 19%
Unbelted – 20%

Speeding related  – 38%
Non-motorist – 18% of all fatalities

• Developing Complete Street Policy
• Joining Allies in Action for National Road 

Safety Strategy
• Conducting Road Safety Audits – Rural 

and Urban
• Addressing speed setting policy to 

address high pedestrian crashes
• Establishing contracts to address 

pedestrian pathways in severe winter 
events

• 2023-2027 Strategic Highway Safety 
Plan approved by FHWA

• Organizing the plan around the Safe 
Systems Approach:

• Safe Road Users
• Safe Vehicles
• Safe Roads & Safe Speeds
• Post-Crash Care

2024

Highway Safety

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Photo: 2019 work zone crash on the Seward Highway.What is our safety trend? Generally Alaska is improving. Since 2015, motor vehicle fatalities have trended down an average of 3.4% per year. As of 12/20/2023 Alaska has had 53 fatalities in 49 fatal crashes•   As of 12/20/2022 Alaska had 78 fatalities in 72 fatal crashes•   As of 12/20/2021 Alaska had 68 fatalities in 60 fatal crashes•   As of 12/20/2020 Alaska had 62 fatalities in 51 fatal crashes•   As of 12/20/2019 Alaska had 65 fatalities in 60 fatal crashesLatest #'s are from 2021:Fatalities – 68 (an increase of 6.25% from 2020)• Alcohol impaired driving fatalities – 15 or22.05% of all fatalities• Unbelted fatalities (out of fatalities in seatbeltequipped vehicles only) – 10 or 14.71% of allfatalities• Speeding related fatalities – 19 or 27.94% ofall fatalities• Non-motorist fatalities – 19 (16 pedestrians,3 bicyclists) or 32.35% of all fatalities• Since 2015, motor vehicle fatalities havetrended down an average of 3.4% per year. Inthe five years prior to 2015 (2010 – 2014),motor vehicle fatalities trended down an average of 1.9% per year.How did we do in 2023?What are we doing to increase safety in 2024?Organizing our 2023-2027 Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) around the Safe Systems Approach.Developing a statewide Complete Streets policy.Initiating two new multi-year road safety audit programs—one targeting regional and MPO priority locations and another focusing specifically on rural and remote schools. Developing an urban safety corridor focused on areas of high pedestrian vs. vehicle crashesRevisiting our speed-setting policy to allow greater flexibility in areas where vulnerable road users (VRU) are likely to be present. Establishing contracts to prioritize winter snow/ice clearing of bicycle and pedestrian facilities in high-use corridors to provide for VRU safety and reduce VRU use of the vehicle travel lanes.Updating the Highway Preconstruction Manual and several policies and procedures to include the application of Proven Safety Countermeasures and promote flexibility in design. Partnering with EMS to use ITS-ready solutions to improve traffic incident management at crash sites.Kicking off an internal culture of safety campaign highlighting how all staff contribute to reducing serious injuries and fatalities across the state and emphasizing the Safe Systems Approach.Presenting the Safe Systems Approach to the Alaska Roads and Highways Advisory BoardSharing our commitment to SSA with stakeholders and opinion makers.Engaging statewide transportation stakeholders on ways to further promote safe systems across the transportation sector.
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• Advanced Air Mobility (AAM)
• Ice Roads, Winter trails, Frontier 

Roads
• M11 Marine Highway Route 
• Regional and Metropolitan 

Planning Organizations

2024

Advancing Opportunity
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Photo: maintenance crew from Napaimute, monitoring ice thickness with radar. 
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Thank You. Questions?

Katherine Keith, PMP, PMI-ACP
Katherine.keith@alaska.gov

907-720-0610
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Katherine KeithCOVER PHOTO: VIEW OF NORTHERN LIGHTS THROUGH THE OLD KNIK RIVER BRIDGE AND HEADLIGHTS FROM THE NEW KNIK RIVERBRIDGE OF THE OLD GLENN HIGHWAY IN PALMER, TAKEN FEBRUARY 2019 BY LISA TORKELSON, ALASKA DOT&PF
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